




I'll Be Back: The Return of Artificial Intelligence (February 3rd, 2015)

Why 2015 Was a Breakthrough Year in Artificial Intelligence (December 8th, 2015)



“We will move from a mobile-first world to an AI-first world.”  (SundarPichai, CEO Google, April 28th, 2016)





Microsoft Is 'Deeply Sorry' Its Artificial Intelligence Bot Became Horribly Racist (March 26th, 2016)
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AI comes out of the shadows

 March 2015: DeepMind computer plays Atari games such as Space Invaders
 March 2016: DeepMind's AlphaGo wins Go match from world champion Lee Se-dol
 September 2016: world's first Doom death match for AI's



Bots rising

 Microsoft wants bots in Skype
 Facebook wants bots in Messenger
 Google? Apple?



Microsoft Tay: the growing pains
Similar AI-system worked fine in China
But: not ready for Twitter!
Most abuses apparantly using 'Repeat after me...' function



"Bots are the new apps"
Satya Nadellai, CEO of Microsoft, 30 maart 2016



Digital assistants on the rise

 Bots are only the beginning...
 Bots will have to speak! And/or they will interact with digital assistants such as Siri/Cortana/Alexa
 The launch of Siri in 2011 was the true turning point: cutting edge AI used to set an alarm or do a Google search... but it works!
 Alexa, Cortana have API's that make them extendable



"In the long run, I think we will evolve in computing from a mobile-first world to an AI-first world"
Sundar Pichai, CEO of Google, April 21 2016



'AI-first world'

 The digital assistant replaces the search engine
 The digital assistant als major interface for computing (AI as the front end)
 AI also at the core of many underlying services



We already trust AI (too much)

The Georgia Tech 'Emergency Guide Robot'



From multiscreen to screenless

'Screenless' interaction with computer/cloud is on the rise
 In-car operation
 On the move 
 Wearing VR/AR system
 'Samantha', the in-ear assistant



Amazon Echo: towards an Internet of Assistants?
• Failed Amazon FirePhone project: a digital assistant without a phone
• Sony, others working on similar products between robot, wireless sound system and digital assistant
• Possibly the starting point for a workable Internet of Things



Where's the screen?
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Artificial Intelligence & Machine 
Translation

Bram Vandewalle



Artificial Intelligence
noun
The theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks normally requiring human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages.



Rule-based
(RBMT) Statistical

(SMT)
Hybrid

(RBMT+SMT)
Deep Learning

(DLMT?)

1980s 1990s 2000s 2010s
Domain-specific 

expertise
Data Driven Best of both 

worlds
Human-like 
approach





Frank Rosenblatt’s Perceptron (1958)

“The Navy revealed the embryo of an electronic computer today that it expects will be able to walk, talk, see, write, reproduce itself and be conscious of its existence … Dr. Frank Rosenblatt, a research psychologist at the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Buffalo, said Perceptrons might be fired to the planets as mechanical space explorers”



“AI Winter”



1989
“Multilayer feedforward networks are 
universal approximators”

1989 - 1994
An autonomous land vehicle in 

a neural network

1995
NeuroChess better than a complete novice, 

but worse than older algorithms.

1990
“Identification and control of dynamical systems 
using neural networks”



Deep Learning



Powerful language 
models



Shakespeare LM
DUKE VINCENTIO:Well, your wit is in the care of side and that.
Second Lord:They would be ruled after this chamber, andmy fair nues begun out of the fact, to be conveyed,Whose noble souls I'll have the heart of the wars.



Word Embeddings







Long Short-Term Memory
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Start of Deep 
Learning

winter or summer?



AI & Speech Technology
past, present & future
Kris Demuynck
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Speech recognition is difficult
• Seems to come easily to us humans
• But ... we tend to forget it took years of daily practice to master it.

Starting with passive listening
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Speech recognition is difficult
• Seems to come easily to us humans
• But ... we tend to forget it took years of daily practice to master it.

Learning to understand (and 
produce) short sentences
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Speech recognition is difficult
• Seems to come easily to us humans
• But ... we tend to forget it took years of daily practice to master it.

6 years of primary school to 
master complex sentences
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Speech recognition is difficult
• Seems to come easily to us humans
• But ... we tend to forget it took years of daily practice to master it.

6 more years in secondary 
school to expand one’s 

vocabulary and world knowledge
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Speech recognition is difficult
• Seems to come easily to us humans
• But ... we tend to forget it took years of daily practice to master it.

And then mastering speech 
recognition in noise
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Speech recognition by analogy
similar to handwriting recognitionhuman speech recognition

automatic speech recognition
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Speech recognition by analogy

well articulated, standard (dialect free) speech

note: speechdoesnothavepauses (blanks) betweenwords
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Speech recognition by analogy

still lots of variation

note: speechdoesnothavepauses (blanks) betweenwords
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Speech recognition by analogy

speech with heavy dialect
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Speech recognition by analogy

speech in a noisy environment
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Speech recognition by analogy

spontaneous speech
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Speech recognition by analogy

dialogue with 4 people
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Speech recognition by analogy

heated discussion (yelling)
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Coping with the complexity of speech
Strategy: divide & conquer (multi-layered approach)
• recent in image recognition (deep neural/convolutional networks)
• from the start in speech recognition
• some evidence that human intelligence works that way as well

Layers: lingistic knowledge
acoustic model• acoustics (signal)

• phones (basic sounds)
• words (or morphemes)
• sentences

lexicon (pronouncing dictionary) 
language model (syntax, semantics, pragmatics)
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Coping with the complexity of speech

acoustic 
modellexico
nlanguage 
model

acoustics

sentences
words
phones t u r ɛ k ə n aj s b i t ʃ

to wreck a nice beach
To recognize speech.
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1970’s: Layer-by-layer (greedy)

• Minimal information propagation (best hypothesis only)
• Accumulation of errors
• Did not provide adequate results

acoustics

words
phones t u r ɛ k ə n aj s b i t ʃ

to wreck a nice beach
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1985 → 2010: HMM-GMM
• Probabilistic framework:

• hidden Markov models
model changes in time

• Gaussian mixture models
model energy distribution

• Flexible framework:
more FLOPs ➞ better accuracy
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1995 → 2010: HMM-GMM-FST
• Challenge: efficient combination of information sources

Finite
State
Transducers

requires all 
models to be 
rather simple
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2010 → ????: Deep Neural Networks
• Image recognition: 40% error → 4% error (Cifar-10)
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2010 → ????: Deep Neural Networks
• Image recognition: 40% error → 4% error (Cifar-10)
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2010 → ????: Deep Neural Networks
• Speech recognition: 15 to 40% relative improvement (7% → 5%)

• speech already had (linguistic) layers so less impact
• DNNs allow us to throw away

time-frequency analysis (ear)
• DNNs allow us to (partly) get rid of the rigidly

defined phones→words→sentence hierarchy 
• different scales in time (variable length)

long-short-term-memory (LSTM) cell
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2010 → ????: Deep Neural Networks
• DNNs are nothing new ... but to get them working, we needed:

• hardware (GFLOPs, TFLOPs) → GPUs
• algorithms to propagate information backwards (learning) without 

the info being washed out / faded away completely
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Future: ????
• Self learning systems (human alike behavior)

• move from learning predefined input-output relations towards
active learning (learn from data collected from a running system)

• system needs to known when it doesn’t know something, and then
adjust model parameters (easy) or module structure (difficult)

“He who thinks he knows, doesn't know.
He who knows that he doesn't know, knows.” 
― Joseph Campbell
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Future: ????
• Need to manage information passing

• passing along everything is intractable, ...
... unless we use very simple (= inaccurate) models

• humans (working memory): < 7-11 items
• More black-box alike approaches (big data, machine learning)

• so we may end up solving speech recognition ...
• and still not know how to solve speech recognition
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Summary
• Multi-layered approach: divide and conquer

• either based on theory (linguistics)
or learned by powerful machine learning techniques (DNNs, LSTM)

• appropriate layer structure to handle the info at that level
• Lot’s of information passing between layers

• greedy (single best) does not work
• human working memory: 7- 11 items

• Next time you are at a party and trying
very hard to follow to discussion, then
know you doing something very difficult,
which even the most powerful computer
today cannot handle yet!



THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
TIME


